From family adventures to extreme expeditions —
there’s a world class Nordic tipi to suit you

www.tentipi.com
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EARTH

AIR

WATER

Embrace the elements — Tentipi® Nordic tipis let you embrace the
elements like no other tents. At the same time, they protect you from
the elements like no other tents.
No one offers such stability, high performance fabrics, time-saving
features and versatility. And who else lets you have the elemental
comfort of an open fire inside your tent?
These are what makes it so much more convenient and comfortable to
enjoy the outdoor lifestyle with Tentipi®. You are sheltered so well from
the wind, rain, snow, cold, sun and insects.
And this is why our tents are named after such stirring examples of the
natural elements. Our prestigious Adventure Nordic tipis, ‘Safir’, ‘Zirkon’
and ‘Onyx’, are named after minerals whose toughness was forged over
four billion years ago by the elemental forces of a cooling earth.

Sami heritage
The Sami kåta and the Indian teepee are in principle the
same solution for living close to nature. A simple coneshaped frame of wooden poles was covered with animal
hides, with an opening at the top to let out smoke. Very
quickly the nomadic reindeer herding Sami people of
northern Scandinavia had a wind-resistant and relatively
sophisticated home that was easy to keep warm.
The principle was simple: the fire created warmth and the
hides kept it in. The fire also provided light and a homely
atmosphere. Cooking and smoking food, drying clothing
and other household chores could easily be done inside.
Tentipi® Nordic tipis are based upon the traditional design
principles of the Sami kåta, using the latest materials and
construction techniques.
We are world-leading when it comes to lightness, size,
exclusive features, quality and user-friendliness, which has
led to us winning a number of prestigious industry awards
for our products.
Thanks to the open fire, our Nordic tipis provide light, warmth
and atmosphere. They fit into almost any environment and
can be used for many purposes. Group, family or the lone
wolf. Work, outdoor pursuit or party. In your garden or in the
wild. Few things are as flexible as a Tentipi® Nordic tipi.

explore our tents in detail at www.tentipi.com
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Onyx cp

BASE

(see page 6)

Zirkon cp

(see page 7)

(see page 8)

Zirkon light

COMFORT

(see page 9)

Onyx key features

Zirkon key features

• 3 minutes to erect
• Standing room
• Class-leading storm resistance
• Use with open fire or stove
• Use on its own or with any model of floor or inner-tent
• Door: double-zip with integral mosquito protection
• Ventilator cap: single piece with two opening points, controllable from inside the tent
• Storm cords: supplied loose
• Hanging loop for drying
• Storage bag with drawcord top and compression straps

All the features of Onyx, with these enhancements:
• Ventilator cap: double piece with six opening points, controllable from inside the tent;
integral chimney opening; mosquito protection to top piece; tighter fitting by use of
fibreglass spacer rods
• Storm cords: pre-tied and fitted with holders
• Advanced compression bag for tighter packing
• Mosquito protection sewn in to top edge of tent
• Enhanced floor fitting with toggle and ring arrangement
• Reinforced edging for better wear resistance around bottom edge of tent
• 1 rain-protected, mosquito-netted air intake at bottom edge of tent for improved 		
ventilation and smoke control

Onyx cp
Light tan, creating a pleasing warm-coloured
atmosphere inside.

Grey.

Fabric

Breathable — Cotpolmex C.

Non breathable — Traillix B.

Highly breathable and strong cotton/polyester
fabric, creating a much better internal
atmosphere than normally experienced in
tents. The tightly woven fabric and high class
impregnation gives high water repellency.

Lightweight nylon 6 fabric, PU-coated on one
side. Carefully selected to be waterproof after
prolonged use.

5: 7.50 kg; 7: 10.50 kg; 9: 13.30 kg

5: 3.50 kg; 7: 4.90 kg; 9: 6.10 kg

Use fire safely! (see page 13)

Zirkon cp

Zirkon light

Colour

Light tan, creating a pleasing warm-coloured
atmosphere inside.

Red.

Fabric

Breathable — Cotpolmex C.

Non breathable — Traillix C.

Highly breathable and strong cotton/polyester
fabric, creating a much better internal
atmosphere than normally experienced in
tents. The tightly woven fabric and high class
impregnation gives high water repellency.

Lightweight ripstop polyamide fabric. UVprotected and silicone-coated on both sides.
A carefully chosen, light and very fine standard
fabric.

5: 7.90 kg; 7: 10.90 kg; 9: 13.80 kg;
15: 19.90 kg

5: 4.00 kg; 7: 5.50 kg; 9: 6.50 kg

Onyx light

Colour

Weight
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Onyx light

Weight

5

7

9

15
3.6 m
3.1 m

2.7 m
2.3 m

Safir cp

Safir light

PRO

(see page 10)

(see page 11)

Safir key features

3.8 m
4.5 m

All the features of Zirkon, with these enhancements:
• 3 rain-protected, mosquito-netted air intakes at bottom edge of tent for optimum
ventilation and smoke control
• Best quality fabrics. It is the relentless pursuit of the best fabric — chosen for performance
not price — that puts Safir in a class of its own. Safir is used by professionals in the most
extreme conditions — in ice fields, in storm force gales, on top of glaciers or in blazing
heat

5.3 m
6.0 m

Safir
Zirkon

Material,
features,
versatility

Onyx

Tent model

5 cp

Approx. packed size (cm)
No of sleeping people

5 light

7 cp

7 light

9 cp

9 light

15 cp

24 x 57 20 x 57 26 x 66 21 x 66 29 x 73 22 x 73 33 x 90
2–6

4–8

6–10

10–16

No of seated people

8–10

11–14

16–20

27–35

Living area

7.3 m2

10.5 m2

15.6 m2

26.4 m2

Pitched diameter

3.8 m

4.5 m

5.3 m

6.0 m

Height

2.3 m

2.7 m

3.1 m

3.6 m

Price

Safir cp

Safir light

Colour

Light tan, creating a pleasing warm-coloured
atmosphere inside.

Green.

Fabric

Breathable — Cotpolmex P.

Non breathable — Traillix P.

Highly breathable and really strong cotton/
polyester fabric — as Cotpolmex C, but with
better shape stability and improved aesthetic
appeal. To our knowledge, the finest cotton/
polyester fly fabric available globally.

One of the absolute strongest and finest
lightweight fabrics available on the tent market.
Very light, waterproof fabric manufactured from
nylon 66. Ripstop reinforced, silicone-coated on
both sides and UV-protected.

5: 7.90 kg; 7: 10.90 kg; 9: 13.60 kg

5: 4.40 kg; 7: 6.20 kg; 9: 7.30 kg

Weight

What’s
included?

• The main tent canvas
• Collapsible central pole in a protective bag
• Aluminium tent pegs
• Storm cords
• Template and webbing band for easy pitching
• Storage bag
• Instruction manuals and videos on USB memory stick
• Quick reference guide

explore our tents in detail at www.tentipi.com
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BASE

Solid, dependable performance that’s perfect for family
camping and for moderately demanding outings. Portable,
spacious and easy to pitch — Onyx is an affordable Nordic
tipi that’s a truly reliable friend.

Onyx cp

The Tentipi® Onyx cp
gives you performance
with economy. It’s a truly
reliable friend.

Onyx cp
Colour

Light tan, creating a pleasing warm-coloured atmosphere inside.

Fabric

Breathable — Cotpolmex C.
Highly breathable and strong cotton/polyester fabric, creating a
much better internal atmosphere than normally experienced in
tents. The tightly woven fabric and high class impregnation gives
high water repellency.

Weight
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Use fire safely! (see page 13)

5: 7.50 kg; 7: 10.50 kg; 9: 13.30 kg

• 3 minutes to erect
• Standing room
• Class-leading storm resistance
• Use with open fire or stove

• Use on its own or with any model of floor or inner-tent
• Door: double-zip with integral mosquito protection
• Ventilator cap: single piece with two opening points,
controllable from inside the tent

• Storm cords: supplied loose
• Hanging loop for drying
• Storage bag with drawcord top and compression straps

Onyx light

The Tentipi® Onyx light is
a simple yet versatile tent
that you can carry in your
backpack.

Optional detachable floor and inner-tent (see page 12)

Onyx light
Colour

Grey.

Fabric

Non breathable — Traillix B.
Lightweight nylon 6 fabric, PU-coated on one side. Carefully
selected to be waterproof after prolonged use.

Weight

5: 3.50 kg; 7: 4.90 kg; 9: 6.10 kg

explore our tents in detail at www.tentipi.com
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COMFORT

Sophisticated ventilation and advanced features make Zirkon
a home-from-home in all but the most extreme conditions.
A perfect balance between price and performance for a wide
range of adventurous activities.

Zirkon cp

The Tentipi® Zirkon cp
raises the bar for group
comfort and convenience.

Optional detachable floor and inner-tent (see page 12)

Zirkon cp
Colour

Light tan, creating a pleasing warm-coloured atmosphere inside.

Fabric

Breathable — Cotpolmex C.
Highly breathable and strong cotton/polyester fabric, creating a
much better internal atmosphere than normally experienced in
tents. The tightly woven fabric and high class impregnation gives
high water repellency.

Weight
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Use fire safely! (see page 13)

5: 7.90 kg; 7: 10.90 kg; 9: 13.80 kg; 15: 19.90 kg

• 3 minutes to erect
• Standing room
• Class-leading storm resistance
• Use with open fire or stove
• Use on its own or with any model of floor or inner-tent

• Door: double-zip with integral mosquito protection
• Ventilator cap: double piece with six opening points,
controllable from inside the tent; integral chimney
opening; mosquito protection to top piece; tighter
fitting by use of fibreglass spacer rods
• Storm cords: pre-tied and fitted with holders

• Hanging loop for drying
• Advanced compression bag for tighter packing
• Mosquito protection sewn in to top edge of tent
•Improved storm resistance through additional canvasfixing points

• Enhanced floor fitting with toggle and ring arrangement
• Reinforced edging for better wear resistance around
bottom edge of tent
• 1 rain-protected, mosquito-netted air intake at bottom
edge of tent for improved ventilation and smoke control

Zirkon light

The Tentipi® Zirkon light is
a tent that gets attention
for its rust red colour and
heavy-duty performance.

Optional detachable floor and inner-tent (see page 12)

Zirkon light
Colour

Red.

Fabric

Non breathable — Traillix C.
Lightweight ripstop polyamide fabric. UV-protected and siliconecoated on both sides. A carefully chosen, light and very fine
standard fabric.

Weight

5: 4.00 kg; 7: 5.50 kg; 9: 6.50 kg

explore our tents in detail at www.tentipi.com
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PRO

For extreme expeditions, challenging trekking, or a multitude
of different outdoor activities — Safir is perhaps the
world’s most versatile tent for people who need maximum
performance and flexibility.

Safir cp

The Tentipi® Safir cp is in the
top 1 percent of best tents
worldwide, and is the most
outstanding Nordic tipi.

Optional detachable floor and inner-tent (see page 12)

Safir cp
Colour

Light tan, creating a pleasing warm-coloured atmosphere inside.

Fabric

Breathable — Cotpolmex P.
Highly breathable and really strong cotton/polyester fabric — as
Cotpolmex C, but with better shape stability and improved
aesthetic appeal. To our knowledge, the finest cotton/polyester
fly fabric available globally.

Weight
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Use fire safely! (see page 13)

5: 7.90 kg; 7: 10.90 kg; 9: 13.60 kg

• 3 minutes to erect
• Standing room
• Class-leading storm resistance
• Use with open fire or stove
• Use on its own or with any model of floor or inner-tent

• Door: double-zip with integral mosquito protection
• Ventilator cap: double piece with six opening points,
controllable from inside the tent; integral chimney
opening; mosquito protection to top piece; tighter
fitting by use of fibreglass spacer rods
• Storm cords: pre-tied and fitted with holders

• Hanging loop for drying
• Advanced compression bag for tighter packing
• Mosquito protection sewn in to top edge of tent
• Improved storm resistance through additional canvasfixing points
• Enhanced floor fitting with toggle and ring arrangement

• Reinforced edging for better wear resistance around
bottom edge of tent
• 3 rain-protected, mosquito-netted air intakes at bottom
edge of tent for optimum ventilation and smoke control
• Best quality fabrics

Safir light

The Tentipi® Safir light
is ideal for adventurous
trekking, camping or
family holidays. It’s
everything all in one.

Optional detachable floor and inner-tent (see page 12)

Safir light
Colour

Green.

Fabric

Non breathable — Traillix P.
One of the absolute strongest and finest lightweight fabrics
available on the tent market. Very light, waterproof fabric
manufactured from nylon 66. Ripstop reinforced, silicone-coated
on both sides and UV-protected.

Weight

5: 4.40 kg; 7: 6.20 kg; 9: 7.30 kg

explore our tents in detail at www.tentipi.com
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Floors

Inner-tents

Tentipi® floors are available in two grades — Comfort and Pro.
Either grade of floor can be used with any of our tent models
(except only Comfort grade is available in size 15).

Tentipi® inner-tents are available in three grades — Base,
Comfort and Pro. Any grade of inner-tent can be used with
any of our tent models size 5, 7 and 9.

Need not be detached

Tentipi® Nordic tipis have been designed to function well
even without an inner-tent. Nevertheless, an inner-tent does
provide a number of advantages:

Is automatically in the correct position when the Nordic tipi is put up
because it need not be detached when packing the tent.

Zip cover
Protects the zip from dirt.

Stretches out nicely
A stretching device makes it easy to get the floor nice and flat. It
also improves the seal between the floor and fabric, helping to keep
insects out.

Floor

COMFORT

Same construction as Floor Pro but made out of carefully chosen
standard-type material and without the possibility of having a
U-shaped opening.

Drying rail set

• Condensation caused by ground dampness is eliminated
because the floor covers the entire ground area of the tent.

Light, attractive, stable,
circular drying rail of
hardened aluminium.
Available for each size of
tent; includes drying rail and
suspension straps. You can
easily add a second rail.

• Heat is distributed more evenly when retained by double
tent fabrics.
• More reliable protection against insects.

Made of light, strong, high tenacity polyamide fabric which is much
stronger than standard fabrics. The floor has four zips which allow
flexible opening possibilities.

Closable insect net over the smoke opening; fits tight around the
central pole. Three fresh air intakes are built into the inner-tent (Pro
and Comfort; Base lacks these features). Together with the mosquitonet fitted door, these provide good ventilation on warm sunny days
when the mosquitoes are in action.

‘V-opening’: Open from the door. To avoid having dirty boots on the
tent floor.

Net roof holder

5: 1.38 kg; 7: 1.76 kg; 9: 2.60 kg

BASE

5: 340 g; 7: 390 g;
9: 440 g; 15: 500 g

Is put up together with the Nordic tipi or can be easily detached by
using the reliable quick fastenings.

Ventilation

‘U-opening’: A large opening from the door and round the central
pole. For wood storage, open fire or to have ground contact.

Inner-tent

Easy to put up

Floor

‘O-opening’: Open from the centre and outwards. This allows you to
brush off bread crumbs on the ground rather than on the floor. Also
enables use of stove or open fire.

Insect net closed

• Gives protection against condensation which is especially
important for Nordic tipis made of lightweight material.

5: 1.14 kg; 7: 1.42 kg; 9: 2.04 kg 15: 2.52 kg
PRO

Insect net open

Reduces the risk of damaging the net when using a stove or open fire.

Inner-tent

COMFORT

PRO

‘U’ configuration

Inner-tent

BASE — The walls are made of a carefully chosen,
simpler standard-type material. Curved zip; sewn-in floor without any
zips. It is not possible to have a fire inside an Inner-tent Base.

5: 1.82 kg; 7: 2.42 kg; 9: 3.30 kg

Inner-tent

COMFORT — The walls are made of a carefully chosen
standard-type material. Vertical zip; sewn-in Floor Comfort.

Floor

PRO

Floor

COMFORT

5: 2.12 kg; 7: 2.86 kg; 9: 3.76 kg

Inner-tent

PRO — The walls are made of light, strong, high tenacity
teflon impregnated ripstop fabric which is much stronger than the
material used in standard fabrics. Vertical zip; sewn-in Floor Pro but
with V- and O- openings only.

5: 2.30 kg; 7: 2.96 kg; 9: 4.16 kg
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Use fire safely! (see page 13)

Closed configuration
‘O’ configuration

‘V’ configuration

Eldfell stoves
Get rid of damp and cold, create a warm, cosy atmosphere,
dry clothes, cook food — basically, enjoy your home comforts.
With its ingenious design, efficient heat transmission, low
weight and easy handling, Eldfell is the natural heart of the
Nordic tipi and a faithful friend in cold and damp conditions.
Whereas simple stoves release more of their heat through the
chimney, the advanced design of Eldfell means combustion
takes place nearer the ground, creating more heat inside the
Nordic tipi, providing more effective heat for cooking and
reducing wood consumption.
Eldfell fits all Adventure tent sizes using the same stove body
but different chimney lengths. Eldfell Pro comes in its own
purpose-made wooden box.
Material

Hekla fire
boxes
The Tentipi® Hekla fire
box makes it easy to
grill, cook, or just enjoy the
heat and light from an open
fire. Its clever collapsible design
means that it takes up very little space when packed flat.
Indispensable if you are going to build a fire on snow. The
legs fold out and can be placed on branches or other support
material on the snow.
Hekla 30
Large enough for making big fires. Good for Nordic tipi size 7
and larger. When packed flat, it’s so small and compact it can
be taken everywhere.

Choose either stainless steel (Pro) or untreated, ordinary
steel (Comfort).

510x320x170 mm. 3.95 kg. Packed only 485x170x30 mm.

Construction

Perfect for hiking as an alternative to a spirit stove set. Throws
off a comfortable heat which, for our smaller Nordic tipis, is
sufficient if temperature is only a few degrees below zero.

All technical features have been designed to fulfil demands
for low weight, good functioning and strength.
The combustion chamber is spacious and about 50 cm long
to take long, thick logs. The extendable insulation pipe
protects the tent fabric even in strong winds. The spark
arrester protects both the tent fabric and the surrounding
area. In order not to sink down in snow, the legs have notches
so they can be placed on poles.

HeatPal heater/cooker
Provides warmth and heats food. No leaks, no pump, no
explosion risk, starts instantly. Use methylated spirits. 1.5 kW.
Burns for about 5 hours on a full tank at full power.
285x280 mm. 2.17 kg.

Often a much better alternative for the Nordic tipi than a wood stove.
Don’t forget:

•
•
•
•
•

Ready for cooking faster than a wood stove
Continuous heat adjustment. Get exactly the heat you want
No assembly
More convenient than carrying several sacks of wood
More versatile. Can be used in your garage, on your
boat and even on hunting trips...

Hekla 7

345x210x110 mm. 1.00 kg. Packed only 335x110x22 mm.

All Tentipi® Adventure tents are
designed to be used with an open fire
or stove; it is this feature that makes
them a home from home in all
weather conditions.

Eldfell Pro
Packed size 330x380x660 mm
5: 14.10 kg; 7: 14.60 kg; 9: 15.10 kg;
15: 15.60 kg

USE FIRE
SAFELY!

But please make sure you are fully
competent to deal with the risks
involved, before striking that match.
Read, understand and follow the
instructions and fire safety advice
that come with your tent.

Eldfell Comfort
Packed size 290x370x630 mm
5: 15.90 kg; 7: 16.40 kg; 9: 16.80 kg; 15: 17.10 kg

explore our tents in detail at www.tentipi.com
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A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. The same thing
applies to factors that affect safety, strength and ventilation.

Better in the wind
Tentipi® Adventure Nordic tipis have a big advantage in the
wind because they have a symmetrical shape with a low
centre of gravity. This keeps the tents stable when the wind
gusts. Most of the tent area that’s under wind pressure is
near the ground, where the wind speed is lower. Only a small,
slim area projects higher than other tents. This means that
our Nordic tipis are actually more secure in high and gusty
winds than most other tent designs.

Material
This lightweight tent design has a five-piece, aluminium alloy
central pole and uses the very best of 21st century material
technology. As a result you have all-weather performance,
supported by powerful ground straps, the strongest storm
cord fastenings in the tent market, and tent pegs of superhardened aluminium. Most importantly, you have a choice of
fabrics to match your needs and budget.
If you want to cross Antarctica, survey a glacier or trek in the
High Atlas you can have the best possible materials on the
planet to match your extreme requirements. If your plans are
less demanding but you still want strength and durability
allied to light weight, we have the materials for this, too.
The Tentipi company is based near the Arctic Circle. In winter,
it can be -45 °C, and +30 °C in summer. We’re surrounded
by mountains, swamps, rivers and forests. We understand the
elements, and we respect them. We understand the widest
range of outdoor lifestyles, and we satisfy them.

Construction
Many other tent designs use a wall-connected framework that
can crack in strong winds or if people stumble into it. We
avoid these risks. Our Nordic tipis have a central pole that
lifts up the top of the tent. Every seam in the fabric then
contributes to a strong but still flexible framework when the
fabric is secured to the tent pegs. Normally, the worst thing
that can happen is that a tent peg comes loose. And that is
much easier to fix than a broken pole in a dome tent.
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Use fire safely! (see page 13)

1 Optimal height/width ratio
Height gives volume for activities and
accommodation, and smoke fumes
are removed efficiently.

All our single-pole Nordic tipis are designed so that you can
sit round an open fire inside. Even the smallest lightweight
ones let you do this. They have much better ventilation than
you find in other tents. Better still, this ventilation has a
patented In‑Tent Vent™ system so that the top ventilator
opening can be adjusted for size and direction from inside
the tent. Convenience is a priority. The adjustable tent peg
catches also make all the Tentipi® Adventure Nordic tipis easy
to use in snow or sand.
What mainly distinguishes our different styles from each
other is the type of materials, and the details. These affect
the weight, comfort, lifespan and price. Our aim is to give you
the choice of price and performance that you need.

7 Storm cord holders
Allow cords to be in place ready for
use, without tangling (Safir/Zirkon).

2 Tent fabric
High tear and tensional strength, and
water repellency.

8 Tent fabric — ventilation
Cp: Good breathing properties ensure
a pleasant internal climate with
minimum condensation.

3 Strain-relief for the tent fabric
Exclusive reinforcement that
distributes the strain on the tent
fabric.

9 Smoke opening
Large opening ensures smoke
expellation, and efficient ventilation
on warm days.

4 Central pole
Five-piece hardened (Safir/Zirkon)
aluminium alloy pole.

Ventilation
On windy days, ventilation is seldom a problem. It’s those
boiling hot days when the air stands still that are the worst.
Only then can one judge which tent has the best ventilation.
On such windless, hot days, there’s only one solution and
that’s natural ventilation. Natural ventilation is affected by a
number of interacting factors. One poor factor can impede or
block the effect of other strong factors.

5
1

15
9

10

5 Cap for central pole
Braided of strong band. Made to last.
6 Diagonal zip with cover
Positioned diagonally with cover to
avoid water penetration.

The bigger the height difference between air intakes and
outlets, the better. Warm air is lighter than cold and therefore
rises, and the taller the warm air pillar is, the stronger the
airflow will be. This means the air does not need to be
warmed up as much in order to be exchanged which is nice
for those in the tent. Thanks to the tallness of Tentipi®
Adventure Nordic tipis, natural ventilation works much better
than in any other ordinary tent.

8

4

7
11
11
3

13

16

The exchange of air is also affected by the size of the air
intakes and air outlets.
If the insect net is too dense, airflow will be severely
obstructed. The more small threads the net has, the more
micro-whirlwinds will be created thereby slowing down airflow.
2

3

5

6

7

9

10 Ventilator cap and In‑Tent Vent™
system
Allows maximum control of the tent’s
internal climate using patented
technology (Safir/Zirkon).
Onyx has a simplified patented
ventilation solution.
11 Large air intakes
Adjustable from inside, fitted with
mosquito nets (Safir/Zirkon).

10

12 Door fitted with mosquito net
Improves ventilation and allows you to
have a view even if there are insects.

2

13 Inner-tent
Optional inner-tent.

6

Choice is always a balance between performance, features
and cost. This guide will help you decide the best balance
for you. If you are still unsure, ask one of our retailers.
They’ll give you expert advice.

14 Fire-making facility
Unique design allows use of a cosy
fire.
15 Stove and chimney opening
Versatile feature allowing the easy
fitting of a stove (Safir/Zirkon).

Breathable or lightweight fabric?

16 Reinforced edging
Reinforcement 50 cm high. Stronger
than main fabric (Safir/Zirkon).

+ It lets condensation out, so you have a more comfortable
atmosphere inside the tent. This is especially valuable
during winter time.

Breathable cotton/polyester (cp):

+ Better protection against the sun’s UV rays.

17 Fastenings for accessories
Fully equipped for accessories
such as inner pockets, drying rail,
detachable floor and inner-tent.

– Strong winds can force small raindrops to penetrate the
fabric (use an inner-tent).
– The impregnation could be ruined/damaged by chemicals
such as anti-mosquito preparations, hand-creams or
soaps.

18 Compression bag
Unique design which compresses the
bag using straps (Safir/Zirkon).

Lightweight fabric (light):
+ Makes your Nordic tipi easier to carry.

19 Total weight
Tents are both lightweight and strong.

12

+ Resists storm-rain better than ‘cp’.
– Less comfortable and cosy atmosphere than ‘cp’.
Tip: Choose cotton/polyester fabric unless you are trekking,
when you will be carrying the tent long distances.

17
Tentipi® Adventure Nordic tipis are
designed for year-round use, but, as
with all tents, you must clean snow
from them continuously to maintain
their design performance.

11
14

When using an open fire, please
respect local restrictions.
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10

11

13

14

16
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How big should it be?
Use our floor plans and images to visualize the space you
need. Think how far you must carry the tent and how many
people there are to help. Also, a bigger tent is more sensitive
to snow and strong winds.
Tip: If you are not limited by weight and weather, think bigger
for the extra comfort.

How much should I spend?
Some say Tentipi® Nordic tipis are expensive. But they are so
much more than a tent. They are your home in your rucksack,
not just a shelter. And, at the end of a long day outdoors, isn’t
home comfort worth paying a bit more for?
Onyx is a fine tent which can withstand many of the trials of
nature. But if you need better ventilation or more extreme
materials, choose Zirkon or Safir.
They all offer you versatility, safety, comfort and durability in
varying degrees.
Tip: If you like both trekking and less energetic activities, and
if you can afford it, choose a smaller-size Safir light, plus a
bigger Safir cp to cover both needs instead of compromising.

Safir
Zirkon

Material,
features,
versatility

BASE

Onyx range: ‘Base’ Nordic tipis are solid,
dependable tents perfect for family
camping and many outdoor activities. They
are portable, spacious and easy to pitch.

COMFORT

Zirkon range: ‘Comfort’ Nordic tipis are
high quality, well equipped tents providing
the perfect balance between price and
performance for a wide range of
adventurous activities.

PRO

Safir range: ‘Pro’ Nordic tipis are top-of-the
range for materials, construction,
convenience and extreme use.

Onyx

Price

explore our tents in detail at www.tentipi.com
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